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11chool re~ord. Saturday he had a hJud~s in ~18, 7 and Larry God·.
:47.1 timing. ,
· : l · .: t , fr'!Y o~. tl\e! ~~0-yard int,e~ed·
the two-mil11 event in'9:01p;. 1 ~e ilj.i;e~ ~n t I ::s2:6. UNM's, Fred
old mark was 9:03.1.' Finish Jig R\nikht took! ~hlrd place in both
second to Scott was Pat "Choo- events wi.th a 14.6 timing in the
Lobo freshman Ken llead Choo" Traynor of the Long Beach highs and a 54.5 mark in the inturned another outstanding per- Track Club, formerly of Villanova ~rmediates.
formance in the 440-yard dash lJniversity.
iiiiiiiiiii
for the, s~~c>nd week in· a ToW. Last ·. 1 Jhhn. Baker and Mjke Thorton
,wt;eken,i:l· ~n: Albuquerqu,e he ran,: .fought it ou,t in the mile with
the quarter m :46.:61 settmg a ne':"· ThortOn edging :Uaker at the wire
SEE INDIANS MAKE
ip.4:07.0.Baker'stimewas4:07.4.
tURQUOISE JEWELRY
San Diego State showed .good
Record Lowered
OLD TOWN
· strength in the hurdle events.
A school rec01•d was lowered Don Shy won the 120-yard high
when UNM's George Scott took

I·

Lobos Take Triansular :Meet
Powered by its sprinters, New
Mexico took an easy triangular
victory over the Long Beach 49el'
Track Club and San Diego State,
95%-49¥.,-33 Saturday.
·
The Lobos c11ptured nine firsts
and seven track events. Sprinters
Bernie Rivers and Rene Matison
were stan_douts in the 100 and
220-yard dashes respectively.
Rivers shatter!ld a school 1·ecord
in the 220 with a :20.5 timing.
The old record was held by'Adolph
Plummer.
Ma.tison gathered in a career
best in the 100 in the outstanding
time of :09.4. That ties the school
record in that event. Bemie Rivers took second and Steve Caminiti took third in the event to give
New Mexico a 1-2-3 sweep.
Took Relay Events
The· Lobos took both relay
events. with 'Steve Caminiti and
Jim .S_ingel','l teli.1lti:o,g, with Rivers

and Matison in the 440-yarder,
then Matison, Art Carter, Hiram
Carroll, and · Ken Head teamed
up in the mile to take first. New
Mexico toured the one-lapper in
40.7 and the four-lapper in 3:12.2,1
All o;lXcellent times for this early
in the season.
Clarence Robinson regained
some of his jumping form in the
meet ·as he took a· first place in
the broad j~mp with a leap of 24
4-lO Relay-1. New Mexico, Rivers, Cam..
feet, 9 inches, But the rangy jun- irtiti:
Singe:r~ Matison, 40.7. No second or
ior had to settle for second place third,
Jump-1, C. Robinson, NM, 24-9,
in the triple jump with a mark of 2, Long
I. R<1binson, NM, 24-5, 3, Shy, SD, 23-4,
47 feet, 11 inches. The triple jump
High Jump-1. Ross, 49er TC, 6·10¥.,,
2. Brannon, NM, 6-6%. 3, Wilde,., SD,
was won by the 49er Track Club's 6-4'/.,.
'
.
Charlie Craig with a leap of 49
Jnvelin-1, Hedmark, 49er TC, 248-7.
feet, 3% inches.
Z. Christian.sen3 NM, 236~3%. 3. Frye~ 49cr
TC, 215-0\1..
Javelin Took Second
Mile--1, Thorton, NM, 4:07.0. 2. Btlker,
Eric Christiansen got off a
NM, 4:07.4. 3. Uilcy, SD, 4:07.4.
ca~·eer best in the javelin for the
44o-1. Head, NM, 47.1. 2. Hafer, SD,
3. Kettering, 49er TC, 50.0.
second week in a row but had to 48.9.
Shot Put-1. Ridge, SD, 56-9 2 Bacr,
settle for second place. He was SD, 53-7Y.,. 3. Rich, NM, 53-5%.
beaten by the 49er's Lenna1·t Red10Q-1, Malison, NM, 9.4. 2. River, NM,
mark's th1•ow of 248 feet, 1 9.5. 3, Caminiti, NM, 9.5,
120 Hurdles-!. Shy, SD, 13.7. 2. Btli!ey,
inches. Christiansen's throw was NM,
14,5. :l. Knight, NM, 14.6.
236 feet, 3% inches.
880-1. Herrmann, SD, 1:51.5. 2. Xemp,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

mu.~t

be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 169, Student Publications Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone
243-0588.
PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and restyJing. Sewing and mending. Mrs.
Hover, 207 Stsnford SE (close to Uni·
versity), phone 242-7533.

Special Announcement

"The New Morality" will be the
topic discussed on the fifth program <>f the New Reformation
Series being held each Wednesday
evening in the Union. Speakers
will be Mrs. Charles Stockley,
Associate Pastor of Geneva
House, and Father Gilbert Roxburgh of the Aquinas Newman
Center.
"The new personalism which
seems to de-emphasize old objective moral principles as a
guide in making ethical judgments has caused a furor in religious morality today," says
Father Roxburgh, director of the
New Reformation Series. "It has
made us question and review our ·
evaluations of sexual conduct,
lying, cheating, stealing, and
business ethics.''
The program, including ques...
tions period and discussion will
be held Wednesday, March 23, in
Room 250 A-B of the Union Building at 7:30 p.m.

Farmer to Speak

1_0% discount on
presentaiton of J.D.

James Farmer, chairman of
CORE, will be the guest of the
Inter-Religious Council for a
luncheon meeting,
Thursday,
March 24, from 12:30-1:30 p.m.
He will speak on "The Role of
the Church in Contemporary
Civil Rights Movements." The
meeting is open to the public and
those attending are asked to bring
their own lunch.

Includes all brand
name merchandise.

49er TC 1 :51. 7. 3. Mitchell, NM, 1 :51.8.
· 220-Rivers, NM, 20.G. 2. Carter,~ NM,
21,2. 3. Jones, 'SD, 21.2.
440 Hurdles-1. Godfrey, SD, 52.6, 2,
Lloyd, NM, 53. 7. 3. Knight, NM, 54.5.
Discu.•-1. Marks, NM, 153-9, 2. Rich,
NM, 147-10. 3. Baer, SD, 146-:1\6.
Two Miie-1. Scott, NM, 9 :01.1. 2.
Traynor, 49er TC, 9 :04.2. 3. Eller, NM,
9:18.7.
Triple Jump-1. Craig, 49er TO, 49-3\6,
2. C. Robinson, Nllf, 47-11'1<. 3. Baxter,
NM, 47-0:r..

Pole Vnult-1. Burlin, 49er TC, 15-0,
2. Lehman, NM, 14-G. 3. tie, Napier, SD,
and Caffey, NM, 14-0.
Mile Rclay-1. Nc\V Mexico,. Ca:rter, Mat..
tison, Carroll, H~d. 3 :12.2. 2. San Diego
State, 3:17.0. 3. 49cr TC, 3:18.1.
FINAL SCORE-New Mexico 95\6, SIUl
Diego State 49\6, 49cr TO 33.

FIRST AND GOlD

No. 83

·Ru l

DIAL 247-4347

COAT and TROUSERS 6.50
-COMPLETE OUTFIT ONLY $10.00
Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Suspenders, Handkerchief, Studs, Cuff.
links, Tie and Boulonniere.

.Contest to Honor
Outstanding Coed
GoodByl~!~~ ~::N;~~onality
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coupled with a brain - can win
some UNM coed the National College Queen Pageant.
·~.f
The LOBO is sponsoring a con· ··"'· · test to honor outstanding college
~:: girls and the winner from the ap'· plicants may represent the state
' , of New Mexico in the national
· ' competition in New York. UNM's
\ winner will compete with other
~· ' winners from the different col~·~ ·. leges and universities (if they,
·· · too, sponsor the contest) in the
i!. state.
·\~
The 1966 National College
:.,.,... Queen Pageant will be held in
~:~ June, and this year pageant offi' cials will again reward 50 free
trips to New York City. One
college girl from every state will
be ftown to Manhattan to complete
for high honors.
This is not a beauty conh!st.
The judges are looking for a
typical American college girl
ltll"··
(Continued on page 6)
'
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Powers Reviews
Program Budget
ByANNELERNUAUSEN
President Jobnson's reduction
in the space program's budget was
criticized by John "Shorty" Pow~
ers, the Voice of Mercury Control,
in a spech at UNM Monday night.
"If we are really going to solve
the mysteries of space, we must
send man," Powers sald. He is
considered a spokesman for
America's astronauts, and be is
a former public affairs officer lor
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
Provides Answers
Powers said that space may
provide us with new answers to
the origin of life.
To test man's capabilities in a
space environment, a three man
space program has been developed, Powers said. He said that
this program consists of Mercury,
Gemini and Apollo.
From Mercury, Powers said,
many valuable lessons have been
learned. One is that any time a
fuse is blown all the equipment
must be removed in layers and be
checked.
Gemini is a two man space craft
(Continued on page 5)

Other travelers checks
are every bit as good as
First National Cit~ BankS
.,

VACATIONS IITERIATIOIAL
OFFERS

VI JET TOUR VALUES

CIUICO

TOUR INO.UDES
Accommodations

• Hotel

• Round Trip Transfers from Airport
• Sightseeing
'

HAWAII

TOUR INCLUDES

11 DAY JET TOUR
1S Day Tour also
ovallabll!

US VEGAS
3 DAYS 2 NIGHTS

• Round Trip Jet
Airfare
• Hotel

Accommodations
• Round Trip Trans-

FROK

'184.00
Pur.,..., Dbl,
laelaW,

PROM

'348.00

........

Dbi.Dee,

TOUR INCLUDES
• Round Trjp J•t

FJIOK

Airfare
• Choice of 4 "Strip
Hotels"
• Dinner, Midnight

. . .until you lose them!

ou. Alrfant

fer• from Airport

PerPf!N,
Dbl, OU,

Concem for student apathy and
a recognition of the need for the
continuation of student government, these were some of the rea•
sons for running expressed by the
candidates seeking the etnpty seat
on Student Council:
The poll!! opened at 8 this
morning as students are voting to
fill the scat vacated by the resignation of Car1·ol Cagle. The
three candidates are running in a
special election to fill the vacancy
for one month.
The candidates when questioned
last night expressed high 'optim·
ism at their chances of getting
elected. They expressed the following statements about the election.
Richard Peter Bolton, a sophomore, majoring in law, said that
he was running for the seat because of concern :tor the apathy
of the students and student gov-

·=·:

-~·

t'·'

FAR WEST

2 FAIULOUS TOURS·

TOUR t INCLUDES

e

laund Trip Air Fare

• 3 Nights Hotel In
Las Ve<101
• I Days In Phoenix

'172.70

Per

Pt~rs.

Dbf. O.:c.

He<!ding for the beach this vacation? Don't bring losable cash. Bring First
National City travelers checks. You can cash them all over the u s and
' '
abroad. But their big advantage is a faster refund system.

TOUR 2 INCLUDES
•
•
•
•

3 Nights LOs Vega•
4· Nights Hollywood
3 Nights San Francisco
Round Trip Airfare

'215••

Per Pers, Dbl. Occ,

ALBUQUERQUE YACATIOIS
IITERIATIOIAL IIC.
1383 IIDIAI SCHOOL ROAD IE
SUITE 1a-PHOIE 2..7&87

Ot~er lea~ing travelers checks, like First

But, if you lose First National City travelers
Nat10nal City travelers checks, can be cashed checks, you don't have to worry. There are more
al! over the world. And they all cost the same than 20,000 places around the world authorized
-JUSt ~ne cent. per dollar.
to give you a fast refund-right on the spo!l
But 1f you thmk all travelers checks are alike,
First National City travelers checks come from
you may be in for a rude shoe~ if you should the leader in world-wide ·banking, and have
lose your check...
.
been in use over 60 years. They are known and
WJ.th oth!!r lead!ng ~rave.l~rs checks, elaborate accepted in more than a miflion shops, hotels,
and tlme-consummg mqurnes often have to be restaurants, air terminals, etc., the world over.·
made. It may be days-even weeks-before you
Next time you travel insist on First National
get your money back. Who wants to wait?
Ciiytravelers checks. '

First National City Bank Travelers Checks
•

Sold by banks ever,Y.where
·MtHetlt' 't~QI.U. tl£L'Oilt IH!ItJti"HC! ®Aoi'OII4fiOM

··"'~-

•

PPE
Decision of Court
May Be Token t~,
Dean of Students

To Asia Situation
D I Hd
oug OS y e

-

By CHUCK NOLAND
LOBO Staff Writer
The same conditions which precipitated the Viet Nam conftict
would still exist even if war had
not broken out, Douglas Hyde, exCommunist and former editor of
Britain's "Daily Wo~ker" told a
crowd of about 500 at a Newman
Forum-sponsored lecture in the
Union Ball room last night.
"If war had not started, the
same situation would still exist
today; the basic causes have not
been touched," Hyde said.
Hyde placed Communists in
emerging nations into three basic
~rroups: the ruthless proletarians
who rebel against a society they
don't understand, the frustrated
intE;llectuals who are shunned by
society because of their low
status, and the angry peasants
who tire of raising crops for others only to see their own families
going hungry.
Communists Totally Dedicated
"If I were to nante one factor
common to all these groups, I
would have to say it is their total
dedication to their ideals.", Hyde
said. Applying this to tbe Viet
Nam situation, he said, "It's absurd to suggest that the Communist gueullllas of Vicf Nam
or anywhere elee are fighttng be·
cause they've been forced to.
'they're fighting for a purpose
and they know what that purpose

is.''

JULIA BROWN is seen in one of her quiet moments in her
speech in the Union Monday. (Photo by G:uner.)

Julia Brown's Spee~h
·sparks Long Debate

By KAY AMBABO and
Hyde also said that he· did not
ANNE
LEHNHAUSEN
believe we could win the battle of
LOBO
Staff Writers
our times unless we can produce
Mrs.
Julia
Brown's speech on
men to fight for us with the
her
experiences
in the Communist
same fervor shown by the guerTillas of Viet Nam. He noted that Party turned into a debate beFree World advocates have a tween Mrn. Brown and New Mexmuch less clear-cut idea of what ico's James Kennedy.
What started to be a commenthey are :fighting for and seem to
know only that they are fighting tary on her months in the Communist Party and her years as an
against Communism.
undercover
agent for the FBI beIn support of this statement,
he noted that Communism has came a very emotional debate.
Mrs. Brown came to the campus
been taking many major setbacks
on a global scale and listed Su- to warn people of the dangers of
karno's overthrow in Indonesia · Communism. "Any American who
and Nkruma's in Ghana as ex- is a Communist is a traitor to his
amples .
country.''
He also disclaimed the "doIt was announced before her
mino" theory that if Viet Nam speech that there would be no difalls to the Communists all the rect questions from the floor.
rest of Southeast Asia will follow When the speech was over Kenby saying: "I know all about nedy demanded to question her diwhat the domino theory does to rectly. He called her written
dominoes--but you can't apply it question and answer period "toto nations made up of people, be- talitarian."
cause people are just too unpre"That's just too bad what you
dictable."
want. What you want means

Candidates List: Motives

'11.50

Show

~

FACES

;~~~o;ponsors War Is Irrelevant

MAKE THE EVENING.
MEMORABLE-RENT A TUX!

trlt"t1t'tt"fr-trtl'll"k"ktt"ktltl"'rltllfftllttl'-''k

I
\

·I

•* * *

'The New Morality'
Is Planned Program
4 Jine ad. 1 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertions

Mud, gre:1se, filth, grime! How's
that for a dirty ear!!

ernment. "There were lots of good cation said when asked his reason
progi'allls introduced in Council for running, "I think the1·e is a
but nothing was done with them," need for continuity and that I
said Bolton.
· could give this continuity." In his
statement Travelstead also critiNothing Is Done
"There was a proposal to cized student council for failing
change the LOBO room into a to follow through on many proplace with a more caual atmos- pos~tls.
lhiconsideration Needed
phere but nothing has been done.
"I
think that the question of
There was also a proposal for
certain cuts in the Stulnaking
some kind of a sex education program. I don't know what .hap- dent Budget should be considered
again. I don't think that all of the
pimdcd to it," continued Bolton.
Botlon is a: transfer student who items should be cut but there is
is comming to school out of the need for more study.''
Tl'3velstead Was l'efering to the
armed forces. He is pal'limentarproposal
to cut the band, drama,
ian of the City Residence Council
and is their southeast quadrant debae .council and intl·muurals
representative. He is also founder form the Associated Students
and president of the Student Vete- budget. The proposal was derans' Association. "I am new here feated by the present Council.
Travelstead expressed gratitude
but I hope to become active in
student government," Bolton said. for the endorsement which this
Coleman Travelstead, sopho- paper gave him and said that he
mc>re, majot·ing in Secondary Edu~
· (Continued on page 3)

.,

By BILLWAID
The Elections Committee is still
. considering whether to appeal to
·the bean of Students Court's dismissal of its motion to declare the
constitutional referendum null
and void.
Chairman of the committee
Leroy Brimnall said yesterday
"We are still deciding whether to
pursue it, and if we do our next
step is to appeal to Dr. Lavender."
The Elections Committee's motion asked that the Court reject
the election results on the grounds
that the committee was illegally
appointed. The committee had
earlier disputed the results of the
election charging that the count ·
made by the committee didn't
pass the constitution and that the
court was illegal in ordering four
recQUnts made by two of the
Court Justices and only two of the
committee members.
Brimhall said that the Elections Committee and the justices
of Student Court met with Dean
of Students Dr. Harold Lavender
Monday. He said the meeting was
held in order to bring out the
facts of the controversy.
Chief Justice of the Student
Court, William Viccary told the
LOBO laist night tha.t the l)rovi-

sions for election procedure which
are being contested by the Elections Committee are "irrelevant.'A.·
'"No constitution that I know
of provides for a new constitution," ~he Chief Justice said, "The
new constitution provides procedure for its own ratifieabion," he
said.
"I agree it is regretable that
Court became involved in counting ballots because then it could
not hear appeals," he said. He
added that he did not regard
Court's involvement in counting
to be illegal.
Concerning the controversy,
ASUNM President Jim Branch
said yesterday, "I have enough
faith in the people on Court that
I have faith in their decision in
the matter."
Branch also contended that in
the ratification of a new constitution, "the procedure is to be··' ·
found in the document in question."

nothing. I will answer only the
questions I choose," Mrs. Brown
shouted back.
"Are you afraid as a Communist I can show you up?" Kennedy said.
· Dislikes King
Mrs. Brown was then asked to
elaborate on a statement she had
made earlier in the day about
Martin Luther King being a Com•
munist.
"Martin Luther King is the
greatest enemy in the U.S.
against the Negro people. He is
aiding the Communist cause, following this line," she said.
When asked to go on, she said,
"I'm sick of talking about Martin
Luther King, 'cuz he is an enemy,
and I told you that."
In her formal speech Mrs.
Brown explained how she got
mixed up in the organization. As
a card carrying · member she
helped distribute the Daily
Worker. She attended classes and
heard them making plans to start
a revolution in the South.
After nine months slie was
City Residents Council heard
anxious to get out. She went to
the FBI and became at1 unde1'- John Campbell, chairman of the
covel' agent for nine years. She Union board, discuss the relationwas quite surprised to find that ship of the Union and the city
the F'BI had a folder on her as a student in a nieeting Tuesday
night.
member.
Campbell said that more student
Mrs. Brown stressed th.e fact
that a party member is on call participation is necessary to make
24 hours a .day and 365 days a the opet•ation of the Union and the.
Union board more effective.
...,z,
year.
Her suggestions for defeating
John Thorson of the National
the trend were numerous. "A fully Student Association, who is the
informed public is a fully aroused UNM Campus Coordinator for
public." "We must move pt·ecisely the Albuquerque Tutorial Service,
to counteract the movement. We 1'equested help from CRC in workmust completely respect the law ing with two tutorial programs at
and enforcenlent in this eountry.'' John Marshall Elementary and
and answer period, Kennedy Canoncito schools.
Toward the end of the question
Other business covered were
yelled out that he was the spokes- plans for a swimming and dance
man for the Communist Pa1·ty and party at the Heights YMCA,
that he was proud of it.
April 30.
Mrs. Brown yelled back that
Also, program committee chairshe was "proud to be a member woman Pat Davidson reported
of the John Birch Society.'' With that the book loan program. has
the end of the commotion, Mrs. a solid working foundation and
Brown was rusehed out the back lacks only more city resident parexit before anyone was able to ticipation before it can be
talk to her further.
initiated.

Residents Begin
Service PrDiect

...,__,
--~.,.---- ..
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Listen to KNMD
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BIG VALUE
Sterling Price is

0

CONSTRUCTION
IS well Dec
on its wa
scheduled
to be completed
Ity~~ the t~; ~ obo basketball arena near University stadium It is
• 1·
sea
,
spectat11rs. (LOBO Photo by Kendall.)
'
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Students
to
Seek
Uncle rum's
.
Politi
cot
Activity
Va!J/Jin'

Et1rrings for Pierced Ears
· Genuine Turquoise - Coral- Silver
Vt1riety of Stud t1nd Dangle
Indian Silver Crafts Inc.
1701 C~ntral NW
·······-Wholesaler•-Reloil Diseounts:····

A g1·oup of UNM students that
a1·e interested in expanding s.tudent government, completing programs that have been dormant
afte~· being approved, and pro•.
1•ead (as much as. possible amid viding mo1•e individual programs
Afte1· 1•eading the Albuquer- the teat'S it produced). Our staff for UNM students has been
que Journal's erroneous coverage spent all night reviewing your formed on can1pus.
of the publications board nleet- review of the review and we find
The g1·oup that will collectively
ing, complete with falae facts, it quite unfair. As a l'eviewel', l
be
known as Students for Bette1·
WJ:ong figures and misinterpreta- maY lack the necessary qualities
Government
is an affiliation of
tions. (nothing new), we are con- of intellectual pe1·ception which
<~similal'
thoughts but
students
of
vinced that Ann Slander was in you demand, but I did, upon hear·
will
not
function
as
a political
fact at one time employed by the ing that Mr. Bomstein was being
party
on
campus."
Journal under a ditl'ere11t name, replaced, make an effot•t to see
Students for Better Governbut she was fired when she acci- portions of the Buckles version
ment also wholeheat•tedly endorse
dentally reported the truth.
to co1n11are the two, and I find and u1•ge that Coleman •rravel.
* * *
yo11r chantctel' analysis brutal stead be elected to fill the vacant
The Jou~·nal seems to find some and unjust.
Student Council position for- the
sort of pleasure in playing up
Thomas Ormsby
UNM scandals. The Ann Slander (The preceding was a paid an- next month in today's special
deal was by no means the first. nouncement by the "Rodey Play· election.
You'll no doubt ren1ember the ers Are Fantastic" Committee) · ·Travelstead is affiliated with
Students for Better Governn1ent.
sensational; attention they de·
and complies with the basic
voted to the mule slaying. But
thoughts of bettering student govwhat else would you expect from
ernment that this group was
a Republican paper. Had the Sigs
slain an elephant you wouldn't
founded on.
Students for :aetter Govern·
have heard a peep.
nwnt will meet Sunday, March
. * * *
The latest word f1·om the den27. Any student who is interested
tal hygiene department states
in attending this meeting or obthat the gir1s ove1· the1·e a-re plantaining more information about
(Continued from page 1)
ning· to stage a play n~t month.
the organization is urged to call
It is a serious drama dealing with thought it would definity help 243-0400.
the problems of denture odOl' and him.
The VOICE candidate for the
is entitled u A Phew From the
council seat, Bill Can told the.
Bridge/'
LISTEN
LOBO that he thought he had an
*
*
*
This evening, memorial se1•vices excellent chance of being elected.
To KNMD
will be held fot' all persons who Car1' and his campaign manager
attended Rodeys' latest produc- Jerry Reed have been conducting
tion, "The Physicists." I'm not an active campaign, putting up
saying 'that the play was bad, numerous posters and making
but one of the actors got sick speaking appea1·ances in the
Greek houses and the dorms.
after only one performance.
Carr Qualified
Can·
said
reason for runActually, I enjoyed the play ning is that his
l1e
feels he is the .
ve1·y much. It was all about pa- most qualified man
for the post.
tients in an insane asylum. The He said that his fantiliarity with
Rodey playel'S were featu1·ed as the present and the futm·e governthemselves.
ment would be invaluable during
*
"'
*
the transition to the new form.
UNM psychiatrist Ellis Dee an"1 feel tltat there al'e sort of
nounced yesterday that )lis de- small fnctions on the pl'esent
partntent would begin ,an extencouncil and I hope to t-ry and ....otork
sive study of drug addiction in with hnth inJII1 ('fJ'IWt til rill a good
,,thiil ~ity. In po:~rticular, userll of , job with the "budget," Carr said.
effect d1·ugs wbiclt cause hallttcina·
All three candidates expressed
tions, illusions or tended to create hope of running in the upcoming
dillusions of grandeur will be in- spring election but declined to
vestigated. Jo111•nal beware.
make a fo1·mal statement of
their candidacy. AU e,:ptessed the
* * *
Dean of Women, Helen White- feeling that the approval of the
sille, when asked what she thought Associated Students budget would
about the Union Snack Bar "Beef" be the most important single item
was quoted as saying "That's during the short tetm in office.
mighty rancid."

Keyed-up students:
unwind at Sheraton
during spring
and summer
vacation
and save money ...

Christian Fellowship

New Helm Movie

l-l~llywood Stars Feated

• The Lo~o Christian Fellowship
presentmg the film "Question
7," March 23 at 7:30 p.m., in
Room 2_81-D-~ of the Union. A
short d1scuss1on will follow the
film. Admission will be 60 cents.
IS

In Albuque-rque Reception
H ami'Iton lS
· now working on.
· Twenty Novels
A nine-foot round. playboy's . Hamilt~n's first novel appeared
bed, ~ s~cretary called. Lovey m 1946. Smce then he has written
Craves1t,_ Jacket buttons that are 20 ~ovels and a number of short
hand grenades, and an Allied Van stor1es.
truck housed with spy equipment
"I have to fight to get a short
are all part of Columbia's new ~t~ry out," he said. He said that
picture 1''!he Silencers.''
1t IS much easier for him to write
. In an mformal cocktail recep- novels.
t~on at. the Hilton Hotel last
Hamilton lives in Santa Fe
mgbt M1ss Jan Watson and Miss
E_very
morning he gets. up
Barbara Burgess, Dean Martin's
?,-30
a.m.
and works until noon.
bodyguard in the picture, were
I
have
converted
my garage into
honored. Also at the reception was
c(lnvenient
studio."
a
very
D~nald Hamilton, author of "The
' ''I. stuft, as many characte:.:s aa
~llencers," which is one of nine
poss1ble mto · the first chapters
m the Matt Helm series.
for
they can always be used
.,. Miss Watson and Miss Burgess
later,"
Hamilton said.
are ''slay" girls in the movie
Dean
Martin will do :five more
"Slay girls kiss or kill to 'protect Matt Melm/' said Miss Wat- ~att Helm films. The next one
1s "¥urderer'-s Row.''
son.
The girls said that they worked
on the picture for three weeks
It was ~iss. B~rgess' sixth pie~
tu~e while It IS Miss Watson's
th1rd.
Miss Burgess said that the picMitchell Aerospace Flight, unture opened in Chicago. "We will
dergraduate
honorary for Air
leave for Europe next week and
are very excited about it,, she Force ROTC cadets at UNM, has.
elected n:w officers for 1966-67.
said.
'
Commanding .officer is Ronald
Very Welcome
~;~nbaugh, 10158 Nodwich ct.
a marvel·
'*'We h ave received
•
Other officers are: Williatn Joyou~ re.ception m Albuquerque,"
sa1d M1ss Watson.
ner,. executi:re; G~n~ Spence, opBoth of the girls said that Dean erattons; M1ke P1ramo, adjutant
t·ecorder; Carl Mangum senate
Martin is very easy to work with
• Hamilton said that he did not representative, all Albuquerque
cast Martin in the role of Helm and. Tom Schultz, comptroller;
for he did not know enough Holly- Wh1te Bear Lake, Minn. The purwood people to be able to cast pose of the flight is to inform
underclassmen about the Air
anyone.
"Matt Helm just sort of grew. Force through movies lectures
He ":as not really supp~>sed to be and drill demonstration~.
a sermt character,'' Hamilton said
. Hamilt~~ began the Helm serie~
m 1960. T~e Betrayers" is. the
tenth book n1 the series which

ROTC Honorary
Elects New Head

Medical School Dean
Appoints Professor
Dr. Reginald Fitz, Dean of the
UNM School of Medicine, has an·
•nounced the appointment of Dr.
Th~odore Cooper as professor and
chairman of the department of
pharmacology and profe!lsor of
surgery.
Dr. . Cooper, who holds both
~.D. and Ph.D. degree!!, presently
JS professor of surgery and director of the Center for Cardio·
vas_cula~ Researoh at st. Louis
tJmversJty College of Medicine
He will join the UNM faculty i~
July.
Dr. ~ooper, whose special research mterests are l!linical and .
experimenetal cardiovascular surgery and physiology, is the author or eo-author of more than
8& nrticles in medical publications
and has published more than thrM
dozen abstracts and dige!lts.

.

Brc:md Names-

Heirloom
Wallace
International

By ANNE
LABNHA
USEN
and KAY
AMBABO

at

suggested list price
fa~ous

Gorshams

FREE-

Towle

RCA Stereo 8
TAPE CADDY

COUPON - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

NOW SAVE MORE
I oo;o extra savings on any Sterling

Coupon Good March 23 _ 30
'----.-..___,_COUPON --..--...----l

with purchase
of any six

••
Large Selection
of Tap~s

SOUND by

a

Whether for you~self ~r as gilt for~ friend.
or lovP.d ':me1 your c:noic~ r,f
sterling marks you as a _connoisseur of
higne.5t quality in silver design and craftsmanship,
We invite you to come ill soon· and see ou~
collection o£ this world-famous sterling,

Jewelry
Department

Near the University
3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triangle)
255-1695

Burgess and Jan Watson ~re 1n town for the west's
prem1ere of "The Silencers " at
the_ Sunshine Theatre tonight.
The scre~nplay was made from
a novel wr1tten by Donald Hamilton who lives in Santa Fe
Dean Martin stars as Matt'
Helm, the super-sleuth who m:ust
smash a Chinese organization
call7d the "Big o."
.
Th1s Columbia release in full
color also features Stella Stevens, Daliah Lavi, Cyd Charisse
B~verly Adams.and a night club '
11ne of beautl.es known as the
"Slaygirls."
.While in Albuquerque, the two
~1rls and Mr. Hamilton will be
1nterviewed by radio and TV
personalities and will be presen~ed on the stage of the SunshJ.ne ·.Theatre. by Governor Campbell and Mr •. Sohifani •

rc~~GERE~n~s~Ecro;---I C/0 Sheraton-Park Hotel, washington, o.c. 20008
l

I

SAN PEDRO
& CENTRAL.

"' * *

High School· Debates
To Be He\d at UNM

March is the month that Mirtteer gets ltis greatest inspirat~ons
:fot• }lis editol:ials. Lots of wmd.
>I<

* *

READ MR. •ritOMPSON'S LET·
TER TO THE EDITOR BE·
FORE CONTINUING ON.
Det\l' Mr. ThompBOI1,
You're letter was received and

Approximately 100 New Me"~
ico high school debaters and their
coaches will meet on the UNM
campus April 15-16 for the State
High School Forensic Championships.
. .
Winners in five d1stnets
th1•oughout the state will take
part in th stnte tourney~ T~ey
wHl compete in cross exannnatJon
debate, and women's · exterpora·
neous speaking.
be in the Union, ·but some of the
events will be held in other buildings on campus, All functions of
the contest will be open to the
public at 110 charge.
Winners will be announced at
an awards assembly in tha Union
ThMtet' on the artertioon o:f
April 16.

I

I

I
I

entitles me to generous discounts all year long
at most Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns.

l
l

I
I
I
l

Name

I

Address

.

~I

We seek on
unusual monl
He must
e
e

be betw~en 25-38 years of age.

e
e

possess a college degree, preferably 4
years.
be willing to trove\ extensiVely, work irregu\ar hours and relocate os t)Od ot
career progression.
hQVe the desire to succ:eed through com·
petitiVe selling (lnd hard work.

..

Are you this man?

CHARLIE
BROWN

If you are, the Americt1n Machine & Foundry
Company will provide comprehensive doss
room, in-plant and marketplace training to
equip you for a future offering on unusual op·
portunity -for material gain a~d a ~ucce~ful
marketing career in the growmg leJsure-t1me

TH£N£W

PIAIIU11~

recreation field.

CA1tTOON BOOKl

by Charles M. Schulz
ON\Y

Please rush me a free Sheraton Student ID Card
(or a free Faculty Guest Card). I understand it

Sheraton Hotels & Motor lnns..g,

HELP~

Rodey's next ptoduction will be
the "Th1'ee Bears." We should like
to warn the publicitY people in the
drama department to be very
careful how they spell the name
of the play. Ed Minteer, Journal
editor is waiting for anothel' slip
up.
* * *
The Fiesta Committee met laat
night in an effort to determine
what could be done to make the
1966 event livelier. It was unanimouslY decided that the Albu·
quet•que Journal would be e"·
eluded from publicity material in
orde1· to protl'\Ote Fiesta.

-~I

Student 0
Teacher 0
J
L--~-----------~---~--~~1

YOU NEED

* "' *

Barbar~

SEND FOR. YOUR FREE ID CARD!

Condidotes List
Campaign Causes

20% off

I

I

...........

By THOMAS ORMSBY

t

t
t
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ICE
SKATING

Those dainty fingers aren't
about to play games in a
messy, mousy mane! So,
get with. it! ... get your hair shaped-up with
sHORT CUT. Disciplines crew cut, brush cut,
any cut; gives it life! Helps condition-;-Pu!s more
body, more manageability, more g1rls 1n yo~r
hair! Get it today. Old Spice SHORT CUT Ha1r
Groom by Shulton ... tube or jar,only .50 plus tax.

(!E!LA~!J

at

UNM.-STUDENT NIGHT .
Every Thursday- 7:30 to I0:30 p.m.
Regular Admission 90e- with t.D. Card 65c
Skate Rente1l ~5c

Dial 255-8504

5112 Copper SE
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SOMEONE IS SLEEPING
WHAT STUDENT GOVERNMENT needs is a good
lawyer and a little . bit of leadership.
Anyone doubting this would only have to review the
controversy growing up over last week's constitutional election to become thoroughly convinced that somebody's sleeping the job.
THE BLAME for' the election mess rests practically on
everyone in student government. Apparently, as discovered
by our reporter through conversations with people involved,
few of the Elections Committee members, Student Court
Justices, or elected representatives ever read any of the
laws governing election procedures.
The Elections Committee was apparently supposed to
be approved by Senate and possibly Council, too. It wasn't.
Student Court was suppo;Sed to ratify the election on the
election results tabulate&· by the Election Committee. It
didn't. Somebody, you'd think, especially our elected representatives in student government, should ·have pointed out
the legal oversights to someone else. Nobody did.
A SPOKESMAN for Student Court dismissed the whole
affair saying it didn't matter what election procedure was
followed since the student body was adopting a new constitution and therefore wouldn't ''otc under the old constitution. This doesn't sound right to us.
,.. Someone else explained that since it was introduced into
Senate requiring a two-thirds vote for approval and since
it was put before the students requiring another two-thirds
vote that it must be considered as a Constitutional amendment. This makes more sense.
BUT SOME OF THE BLAME should be placed on the
committeee that drew up the constitution and the Senate
that passed it since neither body saw fit to outline a clear
procedure for the adoption of the new constitution.
If only we weren't so deeply involved in the issue, we
would love to stand back and take a good laugh. But we
can't. We can only deplore all the loose ends that have gotten
tangled up and hope that someone in student government
will come along and help us untie them.
-Jim Jansson
~~-------------------------------------

"AND THIS EXECUTION COURTESY OF THE
DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENT OF SOUTH VIETNAM''

-.
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From

~he

Left

wr1ters Says

U.S. Supports Apartheid

ployees of these firms may not
organize unions, advance within
Two days ago, March 21, the firm, or choose different places
marked the sixth anniversary of ·of work. Miners, among the betthe Sharpsville Massacre· in ter paid, earn about $216 a year,
Sharpsville, Republic of South as compared to $810 in Zambia,
Africa. On this day in 1960, 72
American investors not only
people were killed when police take advantage of th.ese condi~
fired into a crowd of several thou- tions; some participate in setting
sand unarmed people who had them up. For instance, New Jergathered outside a police station sey investor Charles Englehard
to protest the notorious pass book holds 23 South African director·
laws of the white minority gov- ships, among them .the Native
ernment.
Recruiting Corppration and the
After Sharpsville international Whitwaterstang Native Labor As•
pressures forced South Africa sociation, which procure African
to leave the British Common- contract labor for work in the
wealth, brought trade sanctions mines. Mr. Englehard also · paragainst the country, and (()reed an ticipates in the Chamber of Mines,
adandonment of the Sterling
standard, placing the economy in
a potentially dangerous situation.
The government of the white Afrikaner minority, engaged in a
prpgram of repression and terror
to protract forever their racial
supremacy and their Apartheid
By United Press International
policy, seemed destined to stand
Mich.-Ano·l;her
HILLSDALE,
alone as an island of white racism
chapter
has
been
written in the
in a world set in the opposite dicase
of
the
unidentified
objects
rection.
seen
over
parts
of
Michigan.
MonThen, a knight in shining white
day
night
a
Civil
Defense
direcarmour charged to the rescue:
the large United States corpora- tor, an assistant dean and 87
tions. In 1961, following the coeds watched the objects for
adandonment of the Sterling hours in Hillsdale, Mich. The Air
standard and the consequent flight Force has sent a top scientific
of foreign capital, 80 American advisor on UFO's to launch an
firms already having investments investigation.
The description of the erie obin South Africa increased their
holdings by $23 million, and $150 ject seen last night on the campus
million in loans were extended to of Hillsdale College tallies with
the South African government. the descriptions of objects seen
Since 1961, further loans have Sunday night by 12 policemen.
been granted and the number of and 38 other persons near Ann
United States firms investing in Arbor.
South Africa has tripled.
A retired Air Force Colonel in
Firm lend economic support to Bethesda, Maryland, told UPI that
Apartheid. Most African em- he saw two UFO's over the WashBy TOM PUCKEIT

which determines the wages and
working conditi!tns in the mines.
Hearings on" the involvement of
Unitea States Corporations in
South Africa are now being held
by the House Subcommittee on
Africa. Coming out of this should
be information about the extent of
influence by American firms on
working conditions in South Africa and the ·attitude of officers
of the State, Commerce and
Treasury Departments toward
United States investments and
loans. Our vast economic support
for South African Apartheid tends
to dwarf the economic support of
"Communist slavery" which the
right so vociferously opposes.

Unidentified Flying Object
Opens New Investigations
ington area during the weekend.
Since 1947, the Air Force has
investigated every report of an
unidentified flying object, a total
of more than 10,000.
The Air Force reports that 646
of the total remain unexplained.
The others have been attributed to
astronomical causes, to planes,
balloons and missiles, and. in .some
cases, to haJlucinations.
About the studies, the Air Force
had this to say: ''There has been
no evidence .•• that sightings represent technological developments
or principles beyond the range of
present day scientific knowledge.
"There has been no evidence
that sighting categorized as unidentified are extra-terrestrial
vehibles."

. LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:
Along with my fellow students,
I have long suffered through the
inanities presented to us by Mr.
Thomas Ormsby; but I have kept
silence in view of the fact that
he has at least done no harm, although he has also done no good.
However, I feel that literate students at this university deserve
something more substantial than
the farce which Mr. Ormsby chose
to present as a review of "The
Physicists." Therefore, I would
like to offer a few obstrvations on
the current Rodey production.
"The Physicists" may be termed
a tragicomedy. Its themes are
quite serious but the tone of the
play is primarily humorous. Only
at the conclusion of each of the
two acts. of the play is the mask
of comedy dropped to reveal the
author's moral themes. Otherwise,
humor pervades the play.
Not surprisingly, the audience
"failed to se a good deal of the
humor of the play. This failure
may, in part, be due to an obtuse
audience, but even the most obtuse of audinces can. be made to
sl!e the merits of a good play, pro.viding that the play is prformed
by a good cast. However, a good
cast is precisely what "The Physicists" lacked. Two exceptions to
this generalization are Miss Fitzwater.and Mr. Mastrs. Miss Fitzwater, to those who know her,
might hav been assumed to be
ho}Jelessly miscast in the role of
a hunchbacked bully of a spinster
psychiatrist, but her brilliant portrayal of this crucial character
shows us how wrong our assumptions can be.
Mr. Masters also gave distinction to his portrayal of the physi·
cist Boebius, although he bas a
lamentable tendency to bordr on
the mediocrities in which his fl. low actors seem to revel. The rest
of the cast subjectd us to their
usual stilted, quasi-British diction,
a took of characterization which
should make even an ardent
thater-goer such as Mr. Ormsby
wish to stay home and watch television. Mrfl Buckles is especially
to be noted. Admittedly, he was at
a disadvantage, having taken over
for Mr. Bornstein at such a late
date, but one cannot help but sUI!·
pect that no amount of prepara-

tion would have

changed Mr.
Buckles' pretentious acting style.
In particular, Mr. Buckles has
learned the art of strutting about
on a stage to perfection, although
his abilities as an actor are somewhat less apparent than his abilities as a strutter.
The appearance of Mr. Buckles
is all the more regrettable in view
of the fact that he replaced Mr.
Bornstein, who is ill. Mr. Bornstein has one great virtue which
Mr. Buckles Jacks: he does not
take himself with such abominable
seriousness. In fact Mr. Bornstein
is a born comedian,. and a born
comedian is precisely what the
role of Inspector Voss calls for.
With Mr. Bornstein i nthis role,
we can be fairly certain that the
comic element, which is so essential to the success of the ploy,·
would have been present from the
outset. One might almost that the
failure of the production of "The
Physicists,'' in sa far as it is a
failure, is directly traceable to
the absence of Mr. Bornstein.
I should not place all the blame
on the actors, however. The translation used was a British one, and
it tnay be intelligible to the British, but it is gobbledygook to
Americans. Especially pitiful was
the word "poppay" which the
children were forced to apply to
thei~ father, when a more natural
translation would have been
simply "daddy.'' The child actors
might have presented a refreshing
contrast to their pretentious adult
counterparts, but the stupidity of
translation prevented even this
note of sincerity from entering
the production.
Fortunately, neither bad acting
nor bad translation were able to
kilyl Duerrenmatt's play. I noted
with particular delight the characterization of the male attendants of the asylum os neo-Nazi
types. However, the most poignant
note of the play came at tlte con•
elusion from the violin music·
played by .Einstein. This music,
which had been a recurrent joke
throughout the play, suddenly became an intensely moving back•
drop for the moral conclusion
which Duerrenmatt gently but in•
sistently presented to us.
Sincerely,
Llewellyn ThompiiOn

To the Editnr:
The' misrepresentation ot the
facts which Mr. Grant Houston
stated in Thursday's Lobo literally appalled me. If it is just that
his memory is bad, perhaps I can
recall a few facts for him.
First of all, on numerous occasions since I first met Mr. Houston, he has time and time again
stated that he is indeed a member
of the Communist Party. He has
made this statement not only to
me, but to others who I'm sure
will back me up. Is he now trying
to tell us that he was not telling
the truth?
Secondly, he did not give that
Oswald-like note to Tim Hunter.
Tim Hunter was off campus at
the time Mr. Houston wrote the
note. Mr. Houston then read his
not to Mr. James A. Kennedy, who
chuckled over it. (If Mr. Kennedy
denies this, as I'm sure he will, I
hope that he will recall that I
then asked him if that note was
the party line; whereupon he answered that there was no such
thing as the party line.)
In this feeble attempt to .clear
himself, Mr•. Houston has ·just
gotten himself in deeper and·.
deeper. He has shown· to all of
the UNM students just how a
Communist and a member of. the
DuBois Club thinks, (Or will he
now deny he is a member of the
DuBois Club?) If :you .
me,
the thinking of Mr. Grant Hous•
ton, atJeged CPUSA, stink~!!.
Michael A. kunikis
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Marines Score Victory
Br United PreiSs lnternatiQnal

u.s.

SAIGON -·The
Marines
wound. up a successful three-day
operation yesterdl).y while the
South Vietnamese government
contended with internal problems.
The Leathernecks rep~;~rt having
killed 196 Communist guerrillas in
their "Operation Texas" some 250
miles north of Saigon. In the final
stage yesterday, the Marines
swept through three Viet C()ng
villages and captured a strongly
fortified Communist command
post, and seized huge stores of
ammunition. The Marines, however, lost 10 men in a helicopter
crash.
In Saigon, Prime Minister
Nkuyen Cao Ky said in a speech
that he never felt the Buddhists
were unpatriotic and illogical in
their requests of the government.
He apparently hoped to pacify
some 3,000 B11ddhist-Ieu students
who staked a walkout at a high
school.
· In another development, U.S.
paratroopers reported finding
three teen-age Viet Cong who
were chained· to their weapons in
fighting last week 35 miles northeast of Saigon.
Johnson Holds News Conference
con WHITE HOUSE - President Johnson held an impromptu
news conference yesterday afterlio~;~n in his White House office.
The main topics were inflation,
the Congress, and organized labor.
, The President said that he had
no immediate plans to raise taxes,
and he added that whether a tax
boost is ultimately needed to curb
inflation depends on government
spending and congressional appropriations. Mr. Josnson told newsmen that he is closely watching
the situation. He promised to do
whatever is necessary to combat
inflation.
The President denied reports
that tho Democratic-controlled
.C,Qn,.rl!aa ia tn .mutiny. He said the
passage of one major bill after
another proved otherwise.
Mr. Johnson bluntly turned
aside a question about whether
organized IaboJ: seems to be becoming more independent. He

ask

To the Editor:
I wish to make a few remarks
about one of the mol!t disgusting
things I have seen since I· have
been here at UNM. On Monday,
March 21, a loyal, patriotic
American, Julia Brown, spoke to
a group of · students about the
dangers of Communism. Jim
Kennedy and the DuBois 11gang"
made such a spectacle of themselves that they brought me to
the point of vomiting. They
hurled insults at her, and wrote
horribly filthy and obscene notes
to her during the question period.
The whole scene just emphasized
what this patriotic woman had
just said, that Communil!ts are
not human beings, they lire
animals.
. ·
Sincerely, Michael A. Kunikis

.~~----------------------------------""''..·""'·-···
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said labor has always been independent.
With regard to DeGaulle's withdrawing from NATO, the 'President said that those problems associated with the withdrawal
would be one of the topics in his
major foreign policy address this
morning.
·.

perils that are poaed by DeGaulle's decision to withdraw his
troops from NATO.
Informed sources say the note
is aimed at forcing the French
leader to explain in detail the
steps he plans to take to get
French forces· out of NATO's
j~;~int miUtary command.

U.S. Sends France A Nllte
WASHINGTON - Undersecretary of State George Ball delivered a note yesterday from President Johnson. The message was
for French President DeGaulle.
It is designed to underline the

Powers Reviews
Progrom Budget

Campus
Briefs
The New Mexico Chamber
Music Orchestra, under the diracpresent its final concert of the
season this Thursday night at
8:15 in the New Mexico Union.
Professor James Whitlow on the
trumpet and Professor Walter
Keller at the harpsichord will
appear as soloists with the
orchestra.
The concert is open to the public at no charge through the cooperation of the Music Performance Trust Fund of the American
Federation of Musicians, Local
618.

• first EuroThe Jonson Gallery's

pean art exhibition opened yesterday and continues through
April 10. The show includes 10
paintings entitled "Cycle from the
Gospel of Luke" by the Italian
artist Giovanni Nino Ermovida.

•

Dr. Frank Hibben, professor of
anthropology, leaves Thursday
for India.
Doctor Hibben, on sabbatical
leave, is working on a government
project and plans to return to
UNM .in May. • ·•

•

.. '

•

Students of Elizabeth Waters,
director of the UNM Modern
Dance Workshop, will appear in
recital next month.
There will be three performances-on April 22, 23, and 24-in
the Fine Arts Center Recital Hall.

Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma Pi, professional
business fraternity, will meet at
8 p.m. tonight in Room 231-D of
the Union.

Vigilante Applicants
Freshmen men with a 2.75 average are eligible to apply for
frn"11Jlbership in the Vigilantes,
sophomore men's honorary. Applicati~ns may be picked up at the

(Continued from page 1)
containing an adapter and a reentry module. The adapter does
not come back from space, Powers
said.
.
"Powers explained what happened last Wednesday when Gemini 8 was sent up.
First the Atlas Agena was
launched on a perfect orbit. Next
Gemini was launched. The Agena
had a circular orbit while the
Gemini had an e11iptical one.
Powers said that the purpose of
Gemini 8 was to bring these two
machines together.
Powers said that of the two
orbits, Gemini was smaller. Therefore, it would catch up with
Agena .The orbit of Gemini had
to.be adjusted to make it circular.
Three Missions Cited
Within 259 miles of each other,
Powers said that the radar was
turned on. The Agena could be
seen by Gemini within 76 miles.
Rendezvous was made within 150
feet. A rocket engine and fuel
supply was on the Agena when
it was picked up by Gemini.
"This technique must be figured
out if we are going to the moon,"
Powers said •
Powers said that Project Apolto
will have three missions.
1. Earth Orbit
2. Circumlunar
3. Lunar landing.
"The Apollo spacecraft is 90
·feet tall and weighs 43¥.. tons,"
said Powers. He .said that it can
only be moved by a barge.
Will Take 2% Days
"Our commitment for the moon
is Dec. 31, 1969," said Powers. He
said that it will take two and a
half days to get there and the
same to· return.
Powers said that a Weather
Satellite is now in orbit. Pictures
are continually being sent to
earth. "Any one can obtain these
pictures because the machine is
not selective as to who it sends
the pictures," said Powers.

Union activities center. Deadline
is March 31.

LISTEN
To KNMD

ASK MR. CAMPBELL
ABOUT THE D+StA =S
FORMULA
U.N.M. Placement Bureau
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'

Hunt Foods and Industries, Inc.
representatives will be at
The Universitr of New Mexico
to interview mole graduates

•
\'

in Bus. Admin., Lib. Arts, Economics, and Mktg.

,,

for SALES MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE POSITIONS

•"'

(Make appointments at the Placement Center)
'

.

Hold your cool with Hamm••
:~

No Sweat

T-shirts & sweat shirts
)

•

LOIIO

t•HARMA£V

PHONE AL 5·1697
3001 MONTE VISTA BLVD., N. £.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

/'•

"Personalized Records- Free Delivery"

ANNUAL SALE!
When you can't
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits
with NoDoz™
NODOZ Ktip Alert Teblets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. NoDoz helps restore
your natural mental vitality••• helps
quicken physical reactions. You be·
come more·naturally alert to people
and conditions. around you. Vet
NoDoz Is as aafe aa coffee. Anytime
• , .wben you cen't afford to be dull,
eherpen your wits with NoDoz.

DOROTHY GRAY

ond
TUSSY COSMETICS

! PRICE!

SAFE AS COFFEE

• deodrants

• skin creams

• lotions

• lipsticks

Get your order in for one or more of these
all•cotton pullovers. Sweat shirts available il'l
either long or short sleeves. 2 designs to choose
.J•IIvery within 10 days.
from.

$3.50 ea.
or 2 for
$6.00

Order from: LITTLE SISTERS OF MINERVA 1
c/o Chri")' Meares, 460B Hannelf NE, Albuquerque.
lntllcate design & site (M,L,XL} Include payment wlth order.
;:

I

I
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Contest to Honor
Outstanding.Coed

.,

Sports
Notes

(Continued from page 1)
leadership qualities and personalitise. In New York City the 50
candidates participate in a series
of forums, Gil'ls are asked their
opinions on a wide range of subjects, They are asked to discuss
education, campus life, curl·ent
affairs, are, literature, fashions,
goals, and many other subjects.
The LOBO asks that groups and
organizations on campus submit
their choices for the National
College Queen contest by Apt•il 1.

by PAUL COUEY
B~·ighmn

Young takes first
place in the National Invitational
'l'ournament, Utah takes fourth
place in the NCKA tournament,
and Texas Western (A WAC
hopeful) takes first place in the
NCAA. Need I say more about
basketball in this area.
The Brighnms, second place finishers this season in the Westel'!I Athletic Conference, used
son\e tricky passing and a substitute for All-An1e1•ican, Dick
Nemelka, to rattle the New York
University Violets, 9'7-84 in the
finals of the NIT in Madison
Square garden.
Utah, first pl;'lce finisher in the
WAC was beaten by two points by
"powerful" Duke, 79-'77, in the
consolation round of the NCAA.
Teaxs Western's Big Daddy D.
Lattin stuffed the ball on Kentucky in the opening moments of
the big game and Bobby Joe Hill
stole the ball two times in a row
to shake up Kentucky so much
that they never did really get going in the game for a 72-65 victory.
It was interesting to note that
the announcer for SNI (Sports
Netwot·k Inc.) couldn't figure out
whether it was just an "off night"
Kentucky was having or whether
it was "that defense" the Miners
were employing, J guess it takes
a long time for old dogs to learn
new h·icks.
As for Texas Western's winning the game on a fluke, let the
I'ecord speak for itself. The :Miner's last four victol'ies came
against Cincinatti, Kansas, Utah,
and Kentucky.
Brigham Young played one of
its greatest games of the year to
beat NYU in the garden. With
Dick Nemekla sitting on the bench
du1·ing most of the second half
with four fouls, a sub named Jim
Jimas (tt pleaseant, quite guy
whom I had the 'Plensul'e to
meet while the Cougars Wel'e in
Albuquerque) pumped in points
as if Jm were Nemelka. Craig
Raymond, the big 6-11 center,
wound up with 21 points and undoubtebly had one of his greatest
days.
But the story was the iastbt·eak fol' the Cougars. And it was
mostly from the sure hands of
Jeff Congdon, who once during the
game threw a pass almost the
length of the court with two men
around him to a teamate who
made the layup, that sparked the
Brigham's to 'Victory. Congdon
was nothing less than fantastic
with his behind-the-back passes
that would sometimes zip through
his teamates hands, not because
of their inaccuracy, but because
of the Slll-prise that a fellow
Cougar wound up with the ball at
all so quick and so fast.
An(l who can discount scrappy
Utah. Playing without the services of their chief reboundel',
George Fisher, who sUffered a
broken leg in the New Mexico
game at the end of the season, the
Utes made good runs at both
Texas Western and Duke. It is
my opinion that had Fisher been
able to p1ny the WAC might have
had its first national champion
this season.
The Runnin Rcdskins had a
chance to Win the Duke game

Senior Music Major
Gives Organ Recital
The Kappa Chapter of UNM
Dames Club will meet Thursday,
1\fitt·ch 24, at 7:45 p.m. in Mesa
Lounge of the Union. Dr. Vavid
c. Varley, UNM Department
Head of Sociology, will speak on
the "Roles of Today's Wonten.''
All wives of students ol' married
women attending UNM are in~
vitlld to attend.

when sub Den Balck was fouled
with seven seconds to go in a one
in one situation. Ironically the
officild scm·ebook reads 0-1, and
that one miss meant the differ·
ence between fourth and third
place.
· There's talk now that had
UCLA's team of last year been
in the tournament they would
have run away with it as they
did the last two years in a row.
Fine and good, but I would have
lik;e to see them try just the
same. You have to give credit to
the Miners . . , and the Western
area basketball teams who dominated the basketbail scene this
year.

3100 Central ,Ave. E. at Richmond

C. WOODROW WILSON (Owner)

MENS & LADIES TOILETRIES
W~ek doys 8 a.m. to 9.p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & A p.m. to 8 p.m.
Open most Holiday•
255-5581

Free Delive,

ship In fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen
technology and fuel cells.
Should you Ioin us, you'll be assigned early responsi·
bility. You'll find the spread of Pratt 8! Whitney Aircraft's
programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll
find opportunities for professional growth further en·
'hanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Edllca·
tlon Program. Your degree can be a as, MS or PhD in:

Glen Canyon Film
Exposes Dangers

Grant Is Renewed
For Latin Center

On March 28th

•

we'd like to hear yours.

MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL
tNGINEERING • PHYSICS • l:HEMISTRY • METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR
APPLIED MECHANICS,

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERS: Research and development, design; testing, and plant engineering,

For further information concerning a career with Pratt
· & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner; Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

CIVIL ENGINEERS: Structural design and analysis.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: Accounting and finance,
materiel, procurement and production supervision.
NAill 'LAHI HtADQUAlllU$! CHUlA
VISTA, CAJ.fF,/Pi.ANl'f RIY£iiSjD£;
-cAUF,/A$S£MtU.Y PUNifSt WINt:Ptft.

SPECIAt.ISTS IN POWER,,, POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWF.R
FOR AUXIL1ARY SYSTEMS, CURRENT UTJLIZA'fiONS INCLUb!
AIRCRAFT; MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUS.
TRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

and the recommended allocations: Board asked for $581800, got $58,No allocations were recom· Council speakers program be
ACOl!R has requested $2200 000; Radio Board asked for $16,·
mended
fot• those who gave the given an additional $3455 to
and l'eceived a t·ecommended aJ. 000, got $15,500; Student Counlocation of $100; AWS has asked cil <'ISked for $26,045, got $30,000; following l'equests: City Resi- bt·ing their total to $5955,
· for $1360, und received an alloca- · and Student Court asked fo1• dence Council, $100,332; Mountion of $1300; the Business Office . $636.60, got $636.
taineet·ing Club, $195; Rifle and
asked for $10,090.45, got $101090;
CRC Asks $100,322
Pistol Club, $86; Scuba Club $365;
Chappa1·als asked for $963, got
Union Progl·am Directorate SDS, $5250; and Spurs; $400.
$850.
asked fOl' $10,250, got $10,440;
The total requested was $324,color film showing examples
Asked for $26,000
YAF asked for $2121, got· $191; 782. The total recommended is of A the
destructive forces · of
The UNM Cultul·al Committee Yell Leaders asked for $935, got $201,809,
dams,
entitled
"Glen Canyon, the ·
asked for $26,000, got a recom- $850.
The Committee also made the Placll Nobody Knew," will be
mendation for $21,750; Debate ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - following recommendations: tha·t
shown twice tonight in the U1don
Council asked for $7'700, will get
the Union Pt·Qgram Directorate, Theatre at 7:30 p.m. and 9 p.m.
$7700; Drama as],ed for $5500,
Host and Hospitality Committee,
Information about pt·oposed
got $5500; Engineers Joint Counbe given an additional $240 for dam in the Grand Canyon is
cil asked for $1415, got $$1135;
magazines, bdnging theh· total available at a :;pecial Mountainw
Foreign Students Loan Fund will
to $600; and that the Student eering Club booth in the Union.
get $1165.
Federal support of UNM's LanThe International Club asked guage and Area Center for Latin
for $6085.50, got $540; JRC America has been renewed with a
EXH I 8 IT I 0 N HOCKEY
asked for $500, got $270; Intra- second grant of $25,000 from the
mumls asked for $14,741.74, got Department of Health, Education
SALT LAKE CITY vs. ALBUQUERQUE
$10,000; Kiva Club asked for and Welfare.
$509.45, got $300; Las Campanas
The first grant from the Office
FRIDAY, MARCH 25-6:00 p.m.
SAT., MAI{CH 26-5:30 p.m.
asked. for $175, got $175.
of Edue)ation came a yea-r ago to
Latin Amedcan Desk asked for help build the UNM program in
ICELAND RINK-SIIOCopperAve. NE
$1596, will get $80; Model UN studies relating to Lating Amerasked for $1290.19; got $1290; ica.
Admissi11n: $1.25 at door-75c: advance from H. Schreyer, Rm. 119A, Mech. Eng,
Mortar board asked for $600, got
The federal support has made
Bldg,, Thurs. p.m.
$545; Music Department asked possible a new undergt•aduate
fOI' $22,300, got $22,000.
major in Portuguese and an exAnyone Interested in playing hockey in th11 Sandia Mountain Hockey lloague
NSA (Tutorial) asked for pansion of course offerings in
next season contact C. G. Richards, •xt. 4729, or H. Schreyer, ext. 4649
$333.13; got $293; Publications other Latin American studies.

The Rohr Corporation was founded
by Fred H. Rohr in 1940 based on a
new idea ... that he could specialize in
the· design and manufacture of large
aircraft components and build them
better at lower cost than the airframe builders themselves.
fr·. ·.~r.f.
1!1.1
:..~.,-=~ The rest is history. Today Rohr is the nation's largest subcontractor to the aerospace industry. Typical of the acceptance of our product is this: Rohr is building major assemblies
for every commercial and military multiengine jet transport in production in America today. Yet,
we're widely diversified ... designing, building and erecting
very large tracking antennas arouJ:?.d the world, for instance
... and fabricating large missile and space
components such as rocket engine nozzles and liners. Recently Rohr has acquired large, new, long-term contracts.
More are still un-announced. The future looks bright here,
and we're looking for bright, young engineers to help keep it
that way.

Fu ura

Take a look at the above chart: then a good long look
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft-where technical careers
offer exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting
stability-where engineers and scientists are recog·
nized as the major reason for the Company's con·
tinued success.
Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
are today exploring the ever·brQadening avenues of
energy conversion for every environ men~ ••• all opening
up new avenues of exploration in ever:' field of aero·
space. marine and industrial power application. The
technical staff working on these programs, :,acked by
Management's determination to provide the t:.est and
most advanced facilities and-scientific apparatus, has
already given the Company a firm foothold In the cur.
rent land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our
country's future. The list of achievements amassed
by our technical staff ts•a veritable list of firsts In the
development of compact power plants, dating back to
the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled
the Company to obtain its current position of leader·

Arrange your interview through your Placement Director.
See interview dates above.

u

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

DIVISION OF' UNITID ilRAPT COR...

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EASl' HARl'FOIIIJ, CO!mECTICUT

ft.OiiiDA GrlltAtiOHI WESf I"ALI.t 'aEACif, R.ORIDA
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Here's our story

In recent years, planes powered by Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft have sone on to set
new standards of performance In much the
same way as the Wasp had done In the
1920's. The 727 and DC·9 are Indicative of
the new family of shott·to.medium range
jetliners which are powered by the highly
successful JTSD turbofan. Examples of
current military utilizations are the J58·
powered Macb 3 YF·12A whicb reeently
established four world aviation records and
the advanced TF30·powered F·lll variable·
geometry fighter aircraft.

Global History Talk
Professot• William H. McNeill
of the University of Chicago will
speak Thul'sday, Mal'cb 241 on
"Tite Idea and Pl'actiec of World
History/' at 8:15 p.m. in .R~ont
101 of the Anth1•opology Buddmg.

The Budget Advisory Committee of the Associated Students
is facing a major task as the
deadline approaches for submitting the proposed $200,000 As.
sociated Students' Budget.
The $200,000 will .be · aiJocated
to campus ot·ganizations, but there
have been requests totaling $314,·
000.
The Budget Advisory Committee, under the chairmanship of
Ward Koeberle, has been holding
evaluatiPn session$. twice a week
since Feb. lfi, in an effort to
examine the 2'7 proposed budgets
submitted by ()ampus organizations.
Have New Procedures
The Committee has initiated
some new ·procedures in ot•der to
eliminate some of the overlap-•
ping now existing in some of
the · programs presented in the
Union.
Having formulated its criteria
for deciding what money will be
spent, the Committee has propo~d the following 1966-67 Associated Students budget to be
presented to Student Council for
approval.
Herewith are the Ol'ganizations,
the amounts they have t'equestcd,

The Company's first engine, the Wasp, took
to the air on May 5, 1926. Wlthh! a year the
Wasp set its first world record and went on
to smash existing records and set standards
for bot!; land and seaplane$ for years to
come, carrying airframes and pilots higher,
farther, and faster than they had ever gone
before.

Pres en

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Committee Seeks $200,000 Budget

Schroeder~Wilson Phormocy

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ElECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW
247-8219

Past:

and

·lm

be judged on ~endemic ac·
complishment as well as gopd
looks, charm and personality.
The national finals will be held
from June 10 th1•ough June 20.
This event is a highlight of the
''New York Js A Summer FestivaJ.!! -celebration, which is spon•
sored by the New York Cpnvention and Visitors Bureau.
All undet·graduate girls, at·e
eligible to complete and will be
tested on their intelligence, and
general knowledge,

SOUTHWEST

.'
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Errors finally got to the New
Mexico baseball team .
After playing flawless ball last
week against Colorado State University, the Lobos muffed the ~all
six times accounting for e1ght
unearned runs and a close 8-9 loss
to the visiting Denver University
Pioneers Saturday afternoon.
Grabbed Lead
New Mexico grabbed a 1-0 lead
in the third inning when -pitcher
Bill Posen got to third on a triple
and Pual LaPl·arie hit a sacrifice
fly to score him. But then, in the
fifthe, when New Mexico had
scored three more runs and Denver had scored one making the
score 4-1 in favor of the Wolfpack, the Pioneers jumped on
Lobo pitchers for seven runs.
UNM had two errors in that inning.
UNM made a gallant bid in the
last inning to win the game but
with the tying run on second
DEEBE WORTHINGTON is seen practing . for th~ w~men'a
base, pinch-hitter Joe Duffy was
nationals billiards ·championships to be held In Florida m late
robbed of a base hit when Pioneer
April. (Photo by Garner.)
left-fielder, Jim White, made a
running catch of Duffy's sinking
fly ball.
Talk on Communism
COVERED WAGON
Used 4 Pitchers
"Aspects of Communism in
The Lobos used four pitchers Asia," will be the topic of Yale
SEE INDIANS MAKE
in all and they were knocked for . University
lURQUOISE JEWELRY
professor
Harry
nine runs on twelve hits. The win
OLD TOWN
went to DU's Paul Epperson 1-0, Benda's lecture, Friday, March
as he went the distance and the 25, at 10:30 a.m. Benda is a speloss went to UNM's Bill Posen cialist in Southeast Asian history. •
(2-1).
NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
Scotty Childt•ess of the Lobos
had a good day at the plate go89 Winrock Center
298-1828
ing 4 for 5 and accounting for
Fiction and Nonfiction
2 runs. Childress also had 2 triChildren's Books
ples in his four hits.
Paperbacks
Bargains
Denver got balanced hitting
from four men as they accounted
for 8 of the 12 hits and 5 of the
nine runs. Jim White went 2 for

. "

STEVE FOSTER, member of the ~NM tennis team, is shown
as he a slams a back hand across to his Utah ppponent. (Photo by
Garner.)

Ron Bunt Paces Tearn

Six Errors Are Decisive factors
Against CSC in Lobos' Sixth Win
By CHUCK LANmR
The New Mexico Lobos took
tneir sixth win of the aeason yeatcrday by beating Colorado State
College 4 to 1. Lobo Ron Bunt
paced. New Mexico in getting two
hits for nine innings of play.
A triple by Dave Shetler and
a CSC error gained New Mexico
their third run in the second inning of play.
Final Run In Fourth
The fourth and final Lobo run
came in the fourth inning as Mark
Johnson scored on a single by
Mike Moyer.
esc could get only one run
during the afternoon. of play. The
run was gained off of three walks
given up by Lobo piteher McAulay and a double by CSC's John
Xochauer.

McAulay pitched a five hitter,
striking out a total of 13 CSC '
batten. He struck out everyone
on the CSC team except one at
least once.
Errors Decide Game

Pre-Med Society
There will be a Pre-Med Society
reorganizational meeting Tuesday, March 29, in Room 251-C of
the Union at 7:30. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

I

CSC pitcher Tim O'Brien limited the Lobos to only one hit, but
poor fielding cost esc the game.
esc committed six errors compared to only one by the Lobos.
The leading hitters for New
Mexico were Paul LaPrarie and
Ron Bunt with two each.
The line score:

esc

5.

Regional Conference
The Sigma chapter of Phi
Alpha Theta, national hiatory
honorary, will host the Fifth Annual Southwest Regional Conference Friday and Saturday, March
25-?.6. Registration will be at 9:30
Friday morning. For reservations
call Kathleen Hermatet · at
298-6197.

Cramming
Clowning

arr

1ns

Winner Will Hold
NewConstitutiom Office Until April

Still Hos Doubts

campus,tomgl.lt anil tomorrow night. (See story this page.)

James Farmer

Pubbing
Frugging

010 000 000-1 5 6
210 100 OOx-4 8 1

UNM

• M . .t readlag for
aayoae •••
to lulow wllat A.•er•
•-• f:•••••ists
reollv tlliak-ot
wllat others •••
t)Jey thlak.

•••ts

Mlfo
Wlft~1Jm!ll®rr

®

PE

I

I bow of 8 .zebra
• aamed Yottle

and Sl
of
FORTREL:•r and cotton

Who drallk Colt 45

from a bottle.
He took a big pull
Then roared like 8 bull
And Ids stripes went
all horizottle.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65e-4 times, $2.00. lnBertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication. to Itoom 159, Student Publica·
tlons Building. Phone 277·4002 or 277·4102.
FOR SALE
ROCK 'n ROLL ltecord!!-<lldles, some 30
88 rpm's and 150 45 rpm's-eoileetors'
Items. See at 116 Harvard SE, Apt. D
or eall 247·3061. 3/28, 24, 25.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER soles & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typewriter Service. 2217 Ccal SE, phone
243-0588.
PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and restyling. Sewing and mending. Mr!•
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (cloee to Un•versity), phone 242-7638.
.
PERSONALS
FLYING students check our . 'Jiew lower
rates. Allk about the .5.00 Introductory
otrer, .Many additional features at no
extra ~OBt. Call Southw..terrt Skywaya.
GREETING card• tor every (ICCasion. Ccn·
temPC~rary, Eallt.!i'. AloO QualitY Wed•
dinq Invitations. Gl'1!llham'o House of
Hallmark, 3501 Lonlall NE.

128 pp.

Price 95c+Sc postage

Speciol discounts on
quantity orders

From dawn to
they're really with· it •.• P\!rmanently pressed 50% FortreiJ!OI}!;:;
ester and 50% cotton make Mr.
Wrangler your best buddy from
early classes to just-one-morelrug at midnight ••. and they're
guaranteed for one year's normal
wear.
They stay like new forever. In a
lull range of colors .and styles.

New Outlook Distributors
32 Union Sq. E., Rm. 101

Nelli York, N. Y. 10003
••••a.••·
~----······-·
Pleftse...print
cleorly

I e'hclose

$.................

for ..........~.......

copies of NEW PROGRAM.

Nam.e

~

...........

l

. . . . ,. • • • •

AddresS' ••··~·•••r•••••••••
Cuy, State ••
~
i

•• _

•••••••••

A completely

unique experience!
~SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
THE NAtiONAL BREWING CO., BALT., MD.

SEE SIMON'S 201 1 SW
FOR FAMOUS
MR. WRANGLER
SHIRTS &: SLACKS

or write

Mrro
Wltaiiilglllllli'
350 Fifth Avenue, NewYork,N. v. 10001

---------~----·~-~-~~~·=·H~·~~·~'--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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F~culty Fovors

JA:&~ES FAR:&IER, former national director of COUE and present-·
Jy duector . of the Ccnt.er• for Community action, wiJI speak on

Crashing

No. 84

•

•

I

I.
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CORE's Founder

Influence on Poe-t

Will Spealc Today

Troced by Bloom

' James Farmer, d}rcctor _of the
Center for Co_mmumty. Actio~ and
n~ted a_uthorlty on ClVI, Rights,
will deliver two lectures
r
h here, tod ay and F n"day, ..•uarc
24-25.
F~rmer, _founder and form?r
NatiOnal D1rector of CORE, will
speak on "~,he Student and So~1al Ref?rm, Thursday ~t 8 p.m.
I nthe Kiva of the Education ComFriday his address will be "The
Civil Rights Revolution" at 8 p.m.
in Johnson Gymnasium.
Farmer's appearance is sponsored by the UNM Student Coun~
cil. Earlier he will have luncheon with the UNM Inter-Re]igious Council speaking on
"Churches' Role in Social Action!'
• . .
.
d
H e. also will
a dress a JOI~t
meetm gof the Student Council
an~ Student Senate on "Discriminl!tJo~, and Campus Programmmg.
Also Friday, Farmer will meet
with the Interfraternity Council
and Panhellenic Council with a
talk on "Discrimination and SoAffiliations," and with
cial
ACOHR, speaking on "MecJtanics of Community Action."

Rodeo Committee
All members of the New Mexico College Rodeo .. Association,
members of the Fiesta Rodeo
Committee, and interested persons are reminded that there will
be a meeting of the Fiesta Rodeo
Committee, on Tuesday, March
29 at 7:30p.m. in Room 231-E of
the Union.
·

Latin America
The Latin American Desk will
hold a general meeting Sunday,
March 27. The meeting will fea•
ture Dr. M. Simmons who will
speak on ..Adventures in Spanish
Archives.'' Meeting time is 1:30
p.m. in rooms 250 A-B of the
Union. All interested persons are
invited to attend. Free coffee will
be serted.
.
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By TISII GRUNGER
LOBO Staff Writer
William Butler Yeats was a
genUe and humam•tanan
·
ch aracter Professor Harold Bloom eminent scholar and lecturer told his
audience last night
Bloom was introd~ced by Dean
Hoyt Trowbridge as being a "leader of the revival in interest in
romantic poets-if such a revival
were ever necessary."
"Yeats and the Romantic Poets"
wa~ the title of the Graduate
Sc,~1es lecture.
.
Yeats desperately struggled
with the influence his reading of
S~clley had over him, "Mr. Bloom
said. At age twenty-·one Yeats
ended his first period of writing,
still under the influence of Shelley.
Essay oa Sh 11
In 1900 Yeats wr:~Ya "magnificent" essay on Shelley. "He
could not forgive Shelley for not
finding a new faith and this is a
most interesting consideration for
critics in their studies of yeats "
Bloom said.
'
Yeats maintained two images
throughout his poetry the young
man and the old man, Mr. Bloom
said. "He had a passion against
old age," Bloom said.
Mr. Bloom said that Yeats
showt!d a certain "silliness"
throughout his writing. "He used
to brandish a japanese sword
while walking through his house,''
Bloom said.
By 1914 William Butler Yeats
was a. very bitter poet. Yet
throughout his works Bloom says
his very ideas are those of Shelley's--Shelley is incsea.Pable for
Yeats.
"October 1917, at 52, Yeat was
married and this time was considered a turning point in the
poet's life," Bloom. said.
••yeats the poet was wiser than
Yeat the man," Bloom sid. Professor Bloom said that one of
Yeat's faults was that when he
critically analyzed other men
(Blake in particular) 1~e tended to
interpret them in the light of his
own philosophies which were
mainly mystic and oecult.

The UNM faculty have taken
a "positive" attitude toward the
Jn•oposed new ASUNM Constitution, according to Dean of Students Dr. Harold Lavender.
Dean Lavender told Student
Council last night that at a meeting Tuesday the faculty approved
of the new document in general
but had reservations about the
new anangement of several executive agencies on which faculty
members serve.
Faculty Upholds Uules
"The faculty felt if they approved this they would have been
changing their own rules without having the proper committee
work to study changes," Lavender
said.
'
If the new constitution is approved by President Popejoy and
by the Board of Regents certain
agencies would have to function
as they did under the old constitution until an agreement could
be reached with the· faculty.
Loans Available
Charles J. Sheehan of Student
Aids asked Council's help in informing the student body of finands.l aiQ., a:vailabl" in the. fol'nl ,nf

scholarsh;ps.
"There are students on this
campus who need money badly,
but I don't know who they are,"
Sheehan explained.
Sheehan 1·eported that his office
has $1,900 available for student
loans ..for the remainder of the
semester. He said UNM would
have a total of $800,000 from several sources available to students
next year.
loans and

· Kennecott Scholarship
The Kennecott Scholarship Applications have arrived in the
Student Aids Office. All interested
students are urged to apply before the April 15 deadline. Two
scholarships of $550.00 each will
be awarded for the 1966-67 school
year.
All students presently on University scholarships are reminded
of the April 15 deadline for submitting their renewal application..
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By CHUCK NOLAND
.
LOBO Staff Writer
·
Bill Carr, VOICE candidate for the vacant Student Councii
seat that was up for grabs in Wednesday's special election
swept the election by polling 507 votes, more than twice th~
2~9 polled by Coleman Travelstead. The other candidate,
Richard Bolton, received 75 votes.
Results of. the election were announced Wednesday night
b.r Leroy Bnmhall, Elections Committee chairman. The ballot was presented to and certified by Student Court, in
accordance with constitutional election procedures.
Carr Pleased
--':: •
"I'm very pleased with the
results," Carr said Wednesday night in a statement to
the LOBO. "All of us with

Tie for First Place

NQrgress; ·Brown
Split Spring Title
Suzanne Norgress and Sharon
Brown tied for first place in the
Miss Spring contest last night.
Miss Norgress, from Farmington, a .sophomore is majoring in
home economics. Her sponsor was
the UNM Ski Club.
Miss Brown, sponsored by PhiDelta Theta fraternity, is a 19year-old sophomo~e majoring in
bioJogy, f1·om Albuquerque.
Gail Kritzberg, a freshman
from Albuquerque, was first runner-up. Second runner-up was
Margaret Gates, a freshman from
Artesia, New Mexico.
The winners were chosen by a
vote of those' present at the Wednesday night dance.
The contest was sponsored by
the Dance Committee of the Union
Directorate and who hope to make
it an annual event.

Denial of Va/ues

Religious Leaders Discuss
Approaches to Morality
Both the old and new ap- that both ideas on morality are
proaches to morality were dis- not an either-or point of view.
cussed in the Newman Center
"The two morality approaioltes
Lectui-e last night by Catholic to Chi'istian ethics can compliment
and Protestant leaders.
each othet•," said Mrs. Stockley.
While Catholics tcmd to live
"We are living in a time of
moral revolt," said Father Gil- more by the old morality laws, the
bert Roxburgh of the Newman ' genei'al belief is that the ProtesCenter. He said that it is clear tants live by the new.
Need Objective Values
there is a denial of certain moral
Mrs. Stockley said that it is
values.'
"One 'domin~nt approach is the · impossible for her to "swallow"
new morality or playboy ethics" all the new morality ideas.. She
which handles situations as they , says .there is a need for som~ ob•
jective standards by which we
come along.
must
live.
Morals·Must Change
l"oi' an example abortion was
Mrs. Charles Stockley, assistant used. Fr. Roxburgh said that
pastor of Geneva House, said that Catholics believe this is wrong for
situations do change and our it is killing a person. Mrs. Stockmtlral laws must change to fit the ley said that abortion is all right
circumstances.
depending on the circumstances.
"In any kind of society there
· "Man only becomes man when
must be laws or chaos will result," he comes into ·relations with
Mrs. StoclcJey said. But. she said others," said Mrs. Stockley,

VOICE are especially happy
about the big margin," he said.
Carr. will serve for one month,
completing the Council's year
which ends with the Associated
Students elections next tnonth. He
was elected to the seat left vacant by Carol Cagle's resignation.
In reply to questions about his
stand on the budget for next year
whieh is currently pending before
Council,. Carr sai.d: "I don't plan
. to propose any drastic cbanges in
tho allocation., that have been
recommended.'' He added, ~ "J
think it's pretty good as -}(
stands."
Budget Is Important
All three candidates agreed before the election that the budget
would be the most important item
to be considered during the remainder of the term. Most of the
1·est of the pending Council business is concerned with finishing up
some programs and tying up loose
ends.
Student Council will no longer
exist after next month, since the
new constitution will go into effect with next month's elections.
'l'he constitution, ratified last
week, provides for a unicomeral
system to replace the present
Council-Senate system of student
government.
The entire 25-member Ser.:dil'
will be elected next month. The 13
Senators who receive the most·
votes will serve for one year, and
the other 12 positions will be up
for grabs next fall. Thereafter all
Senators will be elected for oneyear terms on a staggered basis,
with 13 positions opening in the
spring and 12 in the fall.

Engineers Receive
Weapon Contract
The mechanical engineering department of UNM has received
a contract from the Air Force
Special Weapons Command, Kirtland Air Force Base, to conduct
an analytical and experimental
study to detennine hypervelo~'ity
impact o( thin-walled cones.
Dr. Richard C. Dove, chairman
of the department and Professor
Bohumil Albrecht are principal
investigators.
The research is funded for a
year with a grant of $26,034.
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James farm•r

James Farmer, founder of the
Congress of .Racial .Equality
(CORE), will address a joint session ol student council and senate
today at 3:30 p.m. in the ;O'nion
ballroom. The public Is invited.
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